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Abstract - -Cubature of random functions with multivariate domains by means of product-type 
integration rules is examined. Bounds for the approximation error with respect o the LP-norm and 
in terms of the Ldvy distance are established and an additional error bound involving the spectral 
measure is derived for homogeneous random fields. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Computing integrals of multivariate real-valued functions X is a fundamental task of applied 
mathematics. Being defined on some subset of the Euclidean space R ~, X is usually a "de- 
terministic" function, i.e., X(s , t  . . . .  , z) is already determined by the argument ( s , t ,u , . . . ,  z). 
However, numerous phenomena in physics, engineering sciences and economics have a ran- 
dom nature and must be modeled by means of random functions (stochastic processes): given 
(s,t, u , . . . ,  z) E R n, X(s , t ,  u, . . . ,  z) should, therefore, be interpreted as a real-valued random 
variable with a finite or even infinite number of possible outcomes. Examples for the structure 
of typical processes and their practical relevance can be found in [1-6]. Consider the problem 
of computing the integral f X (s )ds  of a stochastic process X in the univariate case n = 1. 
G 
G C • is a prescribed set, X(s)  is a real random variable with finite variance for each s, and 
the integral over G is to be understood in the L2-sense; frequently, s is viewed as "time." Let 
so, s1,. . .  ,SK E I~ be nodes and a0 ,a l  . . . .  ,at(  E R be weights. The conventional approach to 
the ]uadrature problem examines the L2-error, (E denotes expectation), 
I( X (sk)  2 
and tries to specify optimal or at least asymptotically optimal nodes and/or weights [7-11]. 
The great advantage of optimality must be paid by the following disadvantages: restrictive 
regularity conditions are imposed on X, optimal formulae may depend on unknown covariances, 
and the whole theory is confined to L2-processes. An alternative concept has been suggested by 
Weba [12]. Here, well-known integration rules fi'om numerical analysis--such as the trapezoidal 
rule on Romberg integration--are applied on the sample paths of X, and it is shown by the aid of 
an extension argument that the properties of the error functionals essentially remain valid in the 
stochastic setting. In general, those rules are not optnuaI but there are the following advantages: 
no regularity conditions are required, knowledge of covariances or related quantities is always 
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unnecessary, and LP-processes can be treated for arbitrary p _> 1. A detailed comparison is given 
in [12]. 
Consider now the multivariate case n > 2. The random function X is preferably called a 
random field, and the arguments (s, t, u , . . . ,  z) are typically used to describe the state of a physical 
system being characterized by time, spherical or Cartesian coordinates, velocity, etc. Frequently, 
the random field X is the solution of a partial stochastic differential equation. The asymptotic 
behaviour of optimal inear estimators and multivariate xtensions of the Sacks-Ylvisaker theory 
are treated by [13,14]. 
It is the purpose of this paper to utilize the extension argument and to derive explicit er- 
ror bounds for product-type integration rules being applied on the sample paths of a random 
field X. Again, no attempt is made to achieve optimality but all advantages in the univariate 
case mentioned above can be carried over to the case n > 1. 
The following basic assumptions are made: for each (s,t, u, . . . ,  z) E R n, n > 1, X(s, t, u, . . . ,  z) 
is a Borel measurable real random variable on some underlying probability space (D, A, P) with 
the property EIX(s, t, u,. . . ,  z)l p < oc, where p > 1 is a fixed real and expectation E means inte- 
gration over D with respect o P. Formally, the random field X is then a mapping from R n into 
the normed linear space LP(i2, ~4, P) of random variables with finite pth moments  being endowed 
with the LP-norm. (Equivalent random variables are identified.) Continuity and differentiabil- 
ity of X on an open subset of the Euclidean space R" are defined in the usual way. Finally, 
R n becomes a complete measure space if it is equipped with the a-field of Lebesgue measurable 
subsets of R" and the Lebesgue measure. The integral of X 
/ / / . . .  / X(s , t ,u , . . . ,z )  d(s,t,u,. . . ,z),  
G 
over some measurable set G-- i f  it exists--is understood to be the Lebesgue integral of the vector- 
valued mapping X. In particular, the Lebesgue integral as well as partial derivatives uch as 
°x( s,t ,u,o8 "'" , z), D-~(s,t,u,...°nz ,z), etc., at the point (s,t,u,.. ., z) are itself elements of the 
space LP(~, ,4, P) (provided they exist). In the second section, the Simpson rule is examined in 
the special case n = 3. Generalizations to arbitrary linear product-type rules and arbitrary n :> 1 
are obvious and briefly sketched in the third section. 
2. PROPERTIES  OF THE PRODUCT-TYPE  S IMPSON RULE 
For the time being, suppose n -- 3 and consider the special case of approximating the random 
integral f f f  X(s, t, u) d(s, t, u) by means of the three-dimensional analogue Sh(X) of Simpson's 
G 
rule. G = [a, b] x [c, d] x [e, f] is a prescribed nondegenerate compact interval having the volume 
v(G) = (b - a)(d - c)(f - e), and h > 0 denotes a step size such that the points 
(Sk,tZ,um)=(a+kh, c+lh, e+mh), k--O, 1, . . . ,K,  l=0 ,1 , . . . , L ,  m=0,1 , . . . ,M ,  
constitute a partition of G where K, L, M are even integers with K = b~_____~a, L = d_~, M = / -e  h " 
Sh(X) is then defined by 
K L M 
sh(x) = Z Z . x(s ,t. 
k=O /=0 m=0 
with the Simpson weights 
(cf. [15,16]). 
h .(1,4,2, ,4, 1), : . . .  
h 
(O0,&l . . . .  ,~L) = ~" (1,4,2, . . . ,4 ,1) ,  
, h 
= (1 ,4 ,  2 . . . .  ,4 ,1 ) ,  
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The following theorem characterizes the properties of Sh(X), i.e., the behaviour of the ap- 
proximation error with respect o the LP-norm, convergence of Sh(X) with probability 1and the 
distance between the distribution functions of Sh (X) and the desired integral. The L~vy distance 
will be adopted to express this distance. If Z1, Z2 are real-valued random variables having the 
distribution functions F1 and F2, respectively, the L4vy distance Le(Z1, Z2) reads 
Le(Z l ,Z2)=in f{c>O:Fx(z -E ) -e<F2(z )<_F l (Z+e)+¢ for all z6R}.  
For more details, see [17, p. 201]. 
THEOREM. Suppose the random field X has continuous partial derivatives at least up to order 4 
on Go where Go is an open subset OfR 3 with G C GO. Then the three-dimensional Simpson rule 
Sh(X) has the following properties: 
(i) The approximation error with respect o the LP-norm satisfies 
I f /  h4 P E X(s,t,u) d(s,t,u)- < -~ .v(G).A4(X ) , 
(ii) 
with 
A4(X) =supv E (-b-~s)4(s,t,u) p 1/p v (-~-~(s,t,u)O4X P~) 
+SUPv E (--ff~u)4(s,t,u) 
1/p 
where the supremum is taken over all points (s, t, u) E G. 
The L4vy distance is bounded above according to 
Ze (/fGf X(s,t~u) d(8,t,%$)~ Sh(x)) ~ (~80 .v(a).m4(x)) p/(pq-1) . 
O0 (iii) If hj is a sequence of step sizes with ~-~j=l h4p < oo one obtains the convergence 
lim Shj (X) =/ I f  X(s, t, u) d(s, t, u), j ---* oo 
G 
with probability 1. 
S~(X) v PROOF. Assume E f f f  X(s, t, u) d(s, t, u) - > O. By the theorem of Ha.hn-Banach, it
K ~  
is possible to choose a bounded linear functional ~ : L p --+ R having a norm I1~11 equal to 1 which 
enables the relations 
1/p (  xis,ul <s,ul hixl') 
<_ / (~oX)(s,t,u) d(s,t) du -  E a~ (~ooX)(s,t, um) d(s, 
[ ,f] [a,b] ×[c,d] rn=O [a.b] × {c,d] 
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+ a~n (~oX)(s,t, um)d(s,t) - E ~ EEak&t (~°X) (sk , t t 'um)  
m=0 [a,b] x [c,d] m=0 k=0 1=0 
_< 180( f - e). ~e[ej]sup ~ (~ooX)(s,t,u) d(s,t) 
[a,b] X [c,d] 
(20) 4 + Ic~*l • -~6(b - a)(d - c) 
x(  sup 04((p°X) Urn)+ [ 04(~OOx) ' ) 
\(s,t)e[a,b]×[c,d] ~ (s,t, sup t, Um) (s,t)E[a,b] X [c,d] ~ (S, 
Here, the last inequality follows from [15, p. 45,46] and the fact that the composition ~ooX has 
M continuous partial derivatives up to order 4 on Go. In view of II~ll = 1 and ~m=0 am = f - e, 
assertion (i) is then a consequence of
(~oX)(s, t, u) d(s, t) 
[a,b] × [c,d] 
< (b - a)(d - c). sup[O4(~oX)l (~, t, u) 
- -  G I (0U)  4 ' 
and the relation 
i 04(~oX) • / 04 X p~ 1/p (--~8)4 (8, t, u) cp /" 04X 
as well as the corresponding relations concerning the partial derivatives with respect to the 
variables t and u. 
Since (i) obviously implies (iii) the second statement has to be verified. For that purpose, let F 
and Fh be the distribution functions of f f f  X(s, t, u) d(s, t, u) and Sh(X), respectively. Hold 
G 
> 0 fixed; then Markov's inequality and (i) ensure for each z c IR: 
p 
f f f  
F(z) <_ Fh(z + ~) + c-" . E ] ] ]  X(~, t, ~) d(~, t, ~) - Sh(X)  
c~ 
< Fh(Z + e) * g-P" ]-86" v(G). A4(X) 
Similarly, 
F(z )  > Fh(z -  e) - ~-P. 1--g6" v(a) .  A4(X)  , 
holds for each z E R. 
Statement (ii) can now be proved by choosing e according to 
/) = ~-~.  . v (G) .  A4(X  . 
(Without loss of generality, A4(X) > 0 can be assumed.) | 
Under additional conditions there are error bounds allowing for vivid physical interpretations. 
An important subclass of random fields is formed by the class of homogeneous random fields. 
Homogeneity, being the multivariate generalization of weak stationarity in the univariate case 
n = 1, is defined as follows: A random field is cali(,d homogeneous if its mean value function 
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is constant (one may assume E X(s, t, u) = 0 for all (s, t, u) E R 3) while the finite covariance 
function is given by 
C(s', t', u') = E (X(s, t, u). X(s + s', t + t', u + u')), 
for all (s, t, u), (s', t ~, u') E R 3. A homogeneous random field X admits a spectral representation 
with respect o a complex random measure; therefore, X can heuristically be regarded as a 
superposition of vibrations with random amplitudes and is widely used to describe phenomena 
occurring in acoustics, optics, signal theory, oceanography, seismology, etc. Details can be found 
in [3-51. 
COROLLARY. Suppose X is a homogeneous random field satis/ying the assumption of the theorem 
with p = 2. If F denotes the spectral measure associated with the covariance function C of X 
then Sh(X) fulfills the relations 
(iSS ) Sii ..,.,' Le 3 X(s, t, u) d(s, t, u), Sh(X) <_ E X(s, t, u) d(s, t, u) - 
G G 
16 . 0rh)S.v2(a ) 
< 202---  
2 
PROOF. It can be verified that °4x  is homogeneous with vanishing mean value function and 
covariance function 
OSc . 
c (s,t,u) = 
The multivariate version of Bochner's theorem yields the spectral representation 
C(s, t, u) = i i i  exp(27ri • (s~ + t# + uu)) F(d(X, ~, u)), (s, t, u), (,~, #, u) E R 3 , 
Na 
where the spectral measure F is a finite Borel measure on R 3 (cf. [3, p. 281]). One may assume 
that the integral f f f  ,~SF(d(,~, ~, u)) is finite. Hence, the theorem of dominated convergence 
Na 
guarantees 
fff0  C4(s,t,u) = (0--~-~8 (exp(27ri- (s), + t ,  + u~,))) F(d(),,,,~,)) 
Na 
/77" (.a + , .  + o.)) F(a(a, . , . ) ) ,  s 
il(a 
which implies 
E I 04X" .I 2 i i i ;~SF(d(£,#,u)).  = s 
~3 
Analogously, the derivatives °4x °4x ~z,  (o--5~z are treated, and the assertions of the corollary may be 
deduced from the theorem formulated above. | 
F(d(A,/~, ~)) can be interpreted as a measure for the "intensity" of the "frequency" (A,/~, ~). 
Knowledge of the underlying physical circumstances therefore leads to specific oncepts about the 
structure of F. For example, since nature cannot produce frequencies of arbitrary size, homoge- 
neous random fields are often assumed to have a band-limited spectrum, i.e., F concentrates its 
mass on a bounded set. Spectral measures having densities--falling off more or less rapidly--are 
also of particular importance. Typical examples are given in [4, Chapter 4]. 
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3. EXTENSIONS 
An inspection of the proofs shows that  several general izations are possible. Expl ic it  error 
bounds for product - type cubature formulae can be establ ished for arb i t rary  n, and instead of 
using Simpson's rule in each direction, one may use other integration formulae or combinat ions 
of different rules. 
The step sizes need not coincide, and G is allowed to be a simplex. Regular i ty condit ions are 
unnecessary, and an arb i t rary  order of convergence can be achieved for sufficiently smooth random 
fields. Finally, any integral representat ion f the covariance function is a source for results similar 
to the corol lary of the preceding section. As an i l lustration, consider isotropic random fields being 
character ized by the property  that  the covariances depend only on the Eucl idean distance of the 
arguments.  The covariance function is then expressible as an integral with respect o a spectral  
measure where the integrand is composed from Bessel functions, see again [3,4]. 
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